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Bethany Anne and those in the Etheric Empire have conquered the Aliens who would conquer

Earth.However, there are a few that do not appreciate the new rules. Dealing with

insurrectionists down on the planet, or with a large military rebellion coming from another

system, Bethany Anne and team are ready and willing to give everyone a piece of their

mind.Because there is one common attitude that runs in all of those who fight for the Etheric

Empire.They will NEVER SURRENDER.
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OnePlanet Yoll, Southwest Continent, Remote Canyon, DeadlandsDue to the weather, it wasn't

the best time to be flying. However, the Yollin Ber’knick was happy for the protection and

opportunity it provided the smaller ship to hide from the humans’ superior technology.The ship

had only two wings, and Ber’knick had to fight occasional gusts of wind as he stayed close to

the ground. He worked to make sure the ship neither lifted high enough that it could be seen on

radar, or went low enough to clip the occasional jagged rocks and peaks beneath it. Hitting the

ground would result in loss of control and a nose-plant into the rocks below.Captain Maek-ven

yelled from the cargo hold behind him when Ber’knick had to violently jerk to the left to miss a

peak that suddenly appeared in front of him—a peak the instruments hadn't shown was

coming.The pilot yelled over his shoulder, "Well, what do you expect, Captain? If you don't

provide me a ship with decent instruments, we could all just end up flattened little pies against

one of those rock faces out there."The captain’s four feet made their click-click, click-click

sounds as he headed to the front of the craft. When he stuck his head into the small cockpit, he

grumbled, "If I had known that the humans wouldn't be able to track us I would have used our

ship, but with limited understanding of their technology, I'm not willing to bet they can't find us.

Who knows…the human who’s waiting for us might be quite willing to cheat us."Ber’knick

risked a quick glance back at the captain before returning his gaze out the windows. He could

see the lightning off to the east and veered a little bit more to the west. It might add a few



minutes to their trip, but he really wanted to stay away from the sudden downdrafts a storm

would bring. "Do you truly believe this human is on the up and up? Personally I find it curious

that with all the humans supporting their leader, we found one who is willing to sell us the

spice.""Those humans who are willing to talk admit that this particular human likes the drink

himself. Apparently he’s prepared to provide the necessary ingredient for the rebellion’s drink

so he can purchase it when he comes to Yoll."Ber’knick smiled. "If there is ever a person to

trust, it's a junkie. They will do anything necessary to get their fix."The captain knocked on the

cockpit’s door. "That's for good luck, and I have to agree with you. That was why I was willing to

take this gig. Even those who had no reason to lie mentioned that this person was willing to do

anything to get Pepsi. It wasn't even a very big secret on the base. They just don't believe it's

much of a drug, these humans." The captain shrugged before working to turn around in the

narrow passageway. He called over his shoulder, "However, we both know a drug is what you

make of it. If this Pepsi is his drug, then I trust him as far as I can throw him, which is probably

pretty far." The captain’s chuckles reverberated off the decking as he walked back to the cargo

hold."And I'm telling you," Ecaterina told Christina, "that I don't care if you can fight Aunt

Bethany Anne to a standstill! You will change into your wolf form. I don't want these people

knowing you are a human child."Nathan looked around the area. He had selected this canyon

since it had good defensive features. He had three different guns trained on the central location

where they would accept the gems and money in exchange for the special spice necessary to

make Pepsi.It was pretty damned hilarious that Bethany Anne was using a drink she hated to

fund some of their efforts. Using local currency—currency which had been cleaned through this

effort—was pretty smart.Trust Bethany Anne to use something she despised to further her

plans."Follow the money," Nathan murmured.Ecaterina walked up to him as she eyed their

young daughter, who was now in her wolf form, run around the small canyon. "Follow

what?"Nathan reached out and put an arm around his mate. "One of Bethany Anne's quotes

from way back. She always said to 'follow the money,' and now we are doing it again."Ecaterina

smiled. “I remember that. She said it all the time. Whenever you wanted to figure out

something, or why someone was doing something you didn't understand, you just needed to

follow the money.""Right," Nathan agreed. “Now, we have the spice, and are about to trade it

for currency that she needs—that we all need—to continue to build our base of operations here

in the Yollin system. I find it funny as hell that Pepsi is the product that is helping her

accomplish this and not Coca-Cola."Ecaterina took two steps toward their daughter and yelled,

"Christina Bethany Anne Lowell, get your furry tail over here! I did not say you could go that far

away." There was a yip of acceptance, and their daughter started loping back toward the two of

them. Ecaterina smirked at her mate. “I blame you for this."Nathan chuckled. “You blame me for

what, naming her ‘Bethany Anne?’ That's on you and Aunt Bethany Anne.” He looked around

for a second. “If she is taking after her namesake…" Nathan pointed to himself, “don't blame

me."Ecaterina opened her mouth to argue but realized it was fruitless. Truth be told, Christina

was acting just as much the independent young girl as Ecaterina had when she was a

child.However, neither Ecaterina's parents nor her brother had come with them through the

Annex Gate, so there was no way for Nathan to confirm that Christina was acting like her

mother.The three Lowells heard the airship before they saw it come over the boulders and

small hills in the distance. The pilot was keeping it fairly low to the ground, and Nathan smirked

to himself. “That is some great flying, for all the good it's going to do him."Ecaterina just

nodded her agreement."The ship’s scopes are showing three warm bodies at the landing zone,

and three guns pointed at where we expect to land," Ber’knick told the captain over the

intercom.Captain Maek-ven weighed the information before pressing the button and asking,



"Can you give me any more details on the three warm bodies?"The answer from the pilot was

quick. “Yes, two humanoid and bipedal. One animal, four legs. Much smaller than the two

humanoids.""Sounds like one of their dogs,” the captain commented aloud.Security Chief Ster-

hel looked at him. "You mean like the ones that the Empress has with her most of the time?

That white four-footed dog?"The captain wanted to roll his eyes. Ster-hel was fascinated by

those animals. No, not fascinated, he was mentally unstable about acquiring one. "I could not

tell you if it is the same kind. I guess we will find out when we get there."The ship’s engines

started to whine in a rising crescendo as their pilot slowed them down and directed more

energy into gently landing the craft. For all the pilot’s bitching, Captain Maek-ven felt the cost of

the ship was appropriate. The technology on it might be a little old, but it did fly very well and

was in good shape. He went to the hatch and slapped his hand on the button to open it. The

ramp lowered to the ground as the pilot gave the all-clear over the intercom.Ster-hel, weapon

drawn, went out before the captain. In a meeting like this, no matter what species you were,

you wanted to demonstrate trust and mutually-assured destruction.There was no way the three

little guns up in the rocks could harm the airship enough to keep it on the ground, but it could

probably kill the captain, and that was enough. Now, Ster-hel could probably kill at least one if

not both of the adults out there, but more than likely he and the captain would die too.Ster-hel

gave the all-clear, and Captain Maek-ven continued down the ramp and set foot on Yollin soil

once more. He looked around at the location where the human had wished to meet.He was

impressed with the selection. It stopped any significantly larger ships from being able to land,

and also offered plenty of locations to hide guns. The human had to understand that they

would have enough technology to find additional bodies, should there be any here. So far, he

seemed to be playing on the up and up.Captain Maek-ven had paid attention to the information

that was available on the humans, so he identified the other as a female of their species.

Considering how close they were standing, they might be in a relationship.It would be even

better if both were junkies for this drink. Perhaps he could get spice he could plant, given

enough time.Unfortunately this exchange was for spice that would not sprout, although he

would still take the product to a geneticist to see whether they could yank enough DNA out of

the spice to propagate it.It took Ster-hel and Captain Maek-ven another few minutes to make it

over to the three humans. Well, two humans and..."What is that?" Security Chief Ster-hel

pointed toward the animal.Captain Maek-ven wanted to palm his face in frustration. If his

security chief blew this opportunity to purchase the drink’s necessary ingredients, he would

personally shoot one of his toes off.Christina was enjoying running around in her four-footed

form. She didn't mind being a wolf during this episode. It was rather fun when aliens mistook

her for an ignorant beast.For whatever reason she was advanced for her age, intellectually as

well as in the ability to transform her body. Aunt Bethany Anne suspected her intelligence was

a byproduct of the upgraded genetics from her parents and the nanocytes that had helped

mold her body in her mother’s womb.Her ability to transform was most likely due to her mom’s

and dad’s advanced nanocytes. Her parents were completely loyal to her aunt, the Empress,

and had enjoyed the benefit of ‘being turned up to eleven’ after they had spent time in the Pod-

doc.Christina watched the ship land and had to agree that whoever the pilot was had done a

good job. It took them but a moment to disengage the back landing ramp from the ship and

lower it to the ground.After a few seconds, someone came out with a weapon and looked

around. Christina watched as the Yollin carefully checked out the area before heading a few

feet in their direction and looking around again—obviously a security person of some type. He

turned around and yelled back to the ship, and seconds after that, another Yollin came out.

This one looking like he was in charge.She sat on her haunches, tongue hanging out, as the



two of them headed in their direction. It wasn't long before the one in front pointed at her and

asked what she was. Christina turned to look up at her parents, wondering what they would

answer.It annoyed Nathan that the first words out of their contact’s mouth sounded like a verbal

attack on his daughter. "Nathan," Ecaterina gently whispered, "now is not the time to become

an overprotective daddy. We have an operation to complete, so you need to keep your anger in

check."Nathan kept his voice down as well. "You wouldn't have to tell me that right now if the

two of you had stayed up on the Meredith Reynolds.""I am not spending the next twenty years

of my life waiting for you to come back from operations. Perhaps if you have to keep your family

in mind, you won't try too many risky activities."While technically true, allowing the family

members to come along on the operation wasn't a significant burden.Christina's aunt had

made sure that the little girl had incredible armor created just for her. Plus, she had a new type

of repulsion harness around her chest that utilized gravity that, according to Jean Dukes, would

stop projectiles.Nathan hoped they never had to test it, especially here in the middle of

nowhere."That—" Nathan pointed at his daughter, "is a small version of a wolf. It is an animal

that comes from our home world.” He nodded to the captain. “Now, if I have assuaged your

curiosity, perhaps we can continue with our deal?"For once, this whole operation looked like it

was on the up-and-up.From a security standpoint, Ster-hel thought this was great. The longer

the human and his captain talked, the more time Ster-hel had to figure out the difference

between the animal the Empress had with her and this one near the two humans. As far as he

could tell, they weren’t too dissimilar.He had to have it.He bided his time while the captain

continued negotiating the deal, and within ten minutes or so the two shook hands. Ster-hel

maintained situational awareness as he heard the whine of the antigravity pallet bring the

payment from their own ship. Ster-hel noticed the hoverpad from the human ship made no

noise whatsoever.The male continued watching the two of them as the female replaced the

spice from her pallet with the Yollins’ payment.Soon enough the Yollin captain nodded to the

human, and the two pallets headed back to their respective ships. The captain nodded to Ster-

hel as he passed him and continued walking toward the ship. Ster-hel kept the two humans in

his view. As he took two steps backward he started to turn around, but then looked back at the

humans."How much for the wolf?"The male human shook his head. “She is not for sale."Ster-

hel chuckled. Everything was for sale.He had been doing black-market forever, and it was only

a matter of negotiation. Besides, they had a ship full of weapons and now the spice. He would

get the animal one way or another.He snickered, flipping on the arming button for his pistol.

"Everything is for sale. I said, ‘How much for the wolf?’ How much is that little animal really

worth to you? Is it enough to die over?"Captain Maek-ven had made it approximately one-third

of the way back to his ship when he heard his security chief ask how much the humans wanted

for the wolf. He closed his eyes and hung his head as he walked another few steps.This had

almost gone well. He had turned to yell at his security chief to get his bony little ass back in the

ship and stop harassing the humans when he saw the security chief flick off the safety on his

pistol, activating it.It was obvious that the weapon was armed, and he was using it to threaten

the humans. If they were able to get out of this without a major altercation, he was gonna rip

Ster-hel to shreds for such a breach of operational procedures.The captain's eyes opened wide

in alarm when the male changed forms.One moment he was angry, but still human. The next

he was towering above both his security chief and the female, who was trying to talk to him.

The creature’s roar shook the walls of the small canyon, and although his security chief tried to

raise his weapon to fire it, only two shots hit the ground in front of him, throwing up dirt.But it

was too late.The snarling creature yanked the pistol out of the security chief’s hand and

crushed it in his paw while reaching for his neck. His roar of a challenge reverberated through



the canyon as Ster-hel screamed in pain.The captain turned and ran toward the ship, yelling

and waving his arms. “Dammit, Ber’knick, start those engines! Rev them to red, I don’t give a

shit! Get ready to blast us out of here!”It took him but a moment for his feet to hit the metal of

the landing ramp.The ship's pilot had been monitoring what was going on, but it had gotten

pretty boring after a little while. Apparently the human and his captain were getting along just

fine; the security chief was keeping him up to date.When they requested the money, the pilot

directed the ship's computers to take the payment out on the pallet.He started his preflight

checklist, occasionally looking up at the video monitors to make sure nothing was going wrong.

After a few more items, he looked up a second time. The captain was walking back, so he

really focused on completing his checklist.He had another four items crossed off when he

heard the captain yelling for him to get ready to take off.He started rushing through the

checklist, skipping those things that he felt were unnecessary. He could hear the captain’s

running click-click, click-click through the ship and his panicked yell reverberating down the

hallway. “What the hell are we still doing on the ground, Ber’knick?”The pilot tossed his

checklist away and slammed his hand down on the emergency lift as he heard an unworldly

beast screaming at them. Ber’knick asked Maek-ven, "What the hell is going on?"The captain

stopped right outside the cockpit. “That idiot decided he wanted the animal, and even though I

told him to leave well enough alone he disobeyed orders. Now he's gone and pissed off one of

those humans who can change into…something! Hurry up and take off."“I've got to give it

another fifteen…" A severed arm slammed into the cockpit's windshield, screeching downward

as its carapace scraped in its journey and leaving a smear of blood down the glass.The pilot,

his mouth wide open, watched as it slid down the glass and spat the alien equivalent of "Fuck

me!" He turned his head back to the controls, punched two buttons, and pulled on the yoke,

and the ship rose quickly into the air.Chapter TwoTabitha strode into her suite and called for

her roommate. “Anne?"She walked over to the kitchen table and dropped off her tablet. When

she turned around, Anne was coming out of her room. The girl seemed in better spirits than

when Bethany Anne had brought her to stay with Tabitha.Sure enough, Jinx, one of Ashur's

and Bellatrix’s puppies, scooted out of Anne's room a moment later."Hey, R2, what's up?" Anne

turned around and bent over with her arms held open, and Jinx jumped into them while Tabitha

shook her head. Now that she was on the receiving end of playful nicknames—the kind she

commonly gave Barnabas—she realized it could be quite annoying from someone much

younger than oneself.Saint Payback was truly a bitch.Tabitha answered, "It's not ‘R2,’ it's not

‘Ranger Two,’ it's not ‘Queen’s Ranger Two,’ and it's not just 'Two.' The name is ‘Tabitha.’ It's

also not ‘Tabby’ with a ‘y’ or ‘Tabbi’ with an 'i.'"She looked the young woman over."How about

‘Tabbie’ with an ‘ie?’” Anne smiled, wondering what the Ranger would say next.“If the Tontos

and I didn't need to leave shortly, I would make you eat that question. Further, I don't think you

have enough bruises on your body for the amount of workout time you've been spending."

Tabitha raised an eyebrow as she checked the teenager out.Anne quickly shook her head.

“Nope, workout time won't be necessary. ‘Tabitha’ is what you want to be called, ‘Tabitha’ is

what you will get. As for the bruises—” She waved a hand up and down her body, "Bethany

Anne suggested that I needed to know self-defense as a researcher, but did not have to work

out as hard as the rest of the team."Tabitha drew her eyebrows together. "Is that the

truth?"Anne looked at her roommate and bit her lip, finally deciding to nod her head in the

affirmative.Bethany Anne?What is it, Number Two?Tabitha rolled her eyes before responding,

Is it true you told Anne she didn't need to work so hard on her physical training because she

was going to be doing research?Have you ever known me to suggest such a thing?No, I

haven’t, so you can imagine my surprise when your new Etheric Researcher suggested that



this was exactly what you had said.Huh, so my new Etheric Researcher is acting all

teenagerish if I understand you correctly?That's the way it appears.Okay, since you have to go

out with the Tontos on the slave issue, I'll make sure to take care of this with Peter. He will have

some insights on how to get the best results from recalcitrant teenagers.Very well, I will

consider this a closed issue.Bethany Anne added, You can let Anne know Peter is going to

have new instructions from me when she is due for her training session three hours from

now.Will do, my Queen. Have a great one.You, too. Go kick some pirate ass.Tabitha smiled. Oh,

I intend to. This ought to be a hoot.Make sure you say hello to the twins for me.Tweedledee

and Tweedledum? I will.Bethany Anne cut the connection between the two of them and Tabitha

raised an eyebrow. "Bethany Anne says that Peter will have new instructions for your workout

when you see him in three hours.""Three hours!" Anne's face displayed shock. "I'm supposed

to be meeting a couple friends in the library in three hours.""I suggest that next time you do the

workouts that you were told to do instead of trying to get out of them. I especially suggest...”

Tabitha reached up and tapped the side of her head, "not lying to a Queen’s Ranger who can

talk to Bethany Anne directly."Anne's eyes closed when she realized her mistake, and she

turned around and kicked the air in the direction of the couch. "God, it was so much easier

getting away with stuff when it was only my mom and dad."Tabitha pursed her lips. “I

understand you're doing well with your dad now, is that right?"Anne turned back around to face

her roommate. “Yes. We spoke a couple weeks ago, and he apologized for not intervening with

Mom when she got so upset with me all the time. He says Mom is going to therapy sessions

before she tries to connect with me again.” Anne shrugged. "I'm okay with it all now, but it was

pretty scary in the beginning when I thought I’d be on the outs with my parents."Tabitha walked

over to the young woman and put an arm around her shoulder, pulling her in for a hug. "You

don't need to worry about that. Your parents will forgive you, no matter what the problems are.

You might just have to give it some time. They love you, but your mom was under some

incredible strain, and she broke. That's nothing against her, and really, it helped a whole lot.

Now we understand that classes needed to be created for those of us who weren’t coping as

well as we had hoped once we left Earth. Some of us get so involved with the next goal, we

forget that a lot of those who are supporting us might have their own troubles and

difficulties."Anne mumbled a response into Tabitha's chest. “Brgrlfllrrrckraghen."Tabitha pulled

away and looked down at the teenager. "What did you say?"Anne smiled. “I said, ‘I can't

breathe!’” Anne pulled Tabitha back in for another hug before releasing her. Anne continued, "I

know that now, but it was pretty scary when the Queen emancipated me. I'm super-excited to

be working on Etheric research, and it's kind of cool that I sometimes get to talk to my dad

about it as well."Tabitha turned and headed to her own room in the suite. “Well, he did all that

work with that stupid black-ops shell company, so some of this is not that far out from what he

was working on.”Tabitha’s voice now came from her room. “So, who knows, maybe you and

your father will be famous researchers into Etheric Travel!"Tabitha didn't see the small tear that

Anne reached up and wiped away as she waited for a moment to get her emotions in order.

“Maybe. That would be pretty rad."Tabitha's voice called, "Hey, so, while I go on this operation,

what you going to be doing?"Anne walked to Tabitha's door and leaned against the opening,

crossing her arms. "I've been told that I will get my own small suite in about three or four days,

so when you get back you won't have a roomie anymore."Tabitha looked up from the little gym

bag of extra supplies she was taking with her. “Really?” Tabitha looked around her room. “God,

it will be so good not to have to be so clean all the time."Anne looked at her with surprise and

annoyance on her face. “What? Are you saying you're not naturally this clean?" She pointed to

all the areas around the room that were spotless.Tabitha chuckled. "Hell, no. I'm only this clean



because I have a teenager here sharing my suite all the time. I had to set a good example. If

you weren't here, I would have been messy. When I know somebody is coming over, I will throw

it all into a basket and stick it somewhere in the back of the closet. I'm not that much older than

you, for Pete's sake."Anne continued looking at her roomie, and finally she threw up her hands

and turned around. "I'll bet you I'm cleaner than you are unless you put in the extra

effort."Tabitha smiled as the young woman walked away.It wasn't that Tabitha was a very

messy person. It was just that she was a very busy person, and whatever she was working on

had her attention. Slowing down to do something like…oh, cleaning up dirty clothes, never

seemed to have the highest priority.She finished adding the extra supplies she wanted to her

go-bag, and after stepping back into her closet she laid her work clothes out on the bed. She

was going in her synthetic black leather outfit this time, with the extra armor Jean had

supplied.She walked back to her closet and started pulling out different boxes labeled with

symbols that she had created. They represented the different tools and tricks that she enjoyed

using as a Ranger.She made three more trips to the closet, setting boxes on the bed after

each. She looked at what she had laid out so far and considered what she still wanted from the

closet, and spoke aloud. “Achronyx?”Her personal EI spoke from her tablet on the dresser.

“Yes?"“Do me a favor and order a transfer cart to the suite. I've got too much stuff to move

myself. And then take it down to the ship in Bay 212. I understand that bay has the ship we are

using for our trip."Her EI quickly responded, “Request taken care of."Tabitha raised an eyebrow.

This was the easiest Achronyx had been in the last three days.Normally he was a pain in the

ass. If she’d had time, she would have had ADAM take a look at her EI and find out what was

wrong with him. However, it was one of those cases where she either didn’t have enough time,

or didn’t think about it when she did.He had to be the most recalcitrant EI that she had ever

dealt with. If she didn't know any better, she would swear Achronyx was made up of a bunch of

IBM PC Juniors all strung together.Tabitha exited her room and crossed the suite toward

Anne's. She was going to give the teenager one more hug goodbye.Just to make sure the

young girl was doing okay.QBBS Meredith ReynoldsGiannini walked into the little kitchenette

she shared with Sia. It was a nice two-bedroom, two-bath suite often referred to as a

‘roommate plan’ on Earth. The kitchen, living room, and dining room were situated between the

two bedrooms.She had the room without the en suite bath, since she was the neater of the two

women and would keep it cleaner for guests. Giannini opened the little refrigerator—which had

technology for cooling she was completely in awe of—and snagged a bottle of beer.She looked

at the little label All Guns Blazing had placed on the bottle and raised an eyebrow. It said that it

had a hint of berry in it. She reached to her right and opened a drawer, grabbing a bottle

opener to pop off the cap, then tossed the cap into a bag with the others. She would take all

the bottle caps back to the guys when the bag was full.She walked into the living room, sat on

the couch and grabbed a tablet to turn on the news. When she took a sip of her beer, she had

to admit it did have a nice hint of berries. She turned the beer bottle around to look at the label

again and reviewed the ingredients.It was raspberry that they had used in this recipe, or at

least that was what they claimed on the label. Knowing Bobcat, William, and Marcus, it could

be anything. As long as it tasted like berries to Bobcat, that was what the label said.She picked

the tablet back up and scrolled through the different channels available, both the internal

options and those from the Yollin networks which would be translated. Although she could ask

the entertainment EI to choose a station, she preferred to review the information in text form

and pick one herself.Giannini noticed that one of her favorite Yollin newscasters had a special

on and asked the EI to turn on channel twenty-two. The suite's projector turned on, and a nice

forty-eight-inch picture appeared on the wall opposite her.She took another sip of her beer as



she watched the breaking news about another public riot on the television.R’Chkoklet, Planet

YollThe young female Yollin reporter turned to view the camera. “Hello, this is Pehl-eck, and I

am reporting from the town of R'Chkoklet in the Upper-Caste Business Zone. There is a mob of

protesters throwing stones at the building and shouting slogans at those inside. There was a

violent outburst here just hours ago. Some of the upper-caste Yollins have refused to accept

the edicts coming from the Etheric Empire. When a traditionally lower-caste member refused

the commands of three previously upper-caste members in a small breakfast shop this

morning, they grabbed him and pulled him out into the street.”The video showed some b-roll of

the other location and people milling around as the reporter continued speaking over the clip.

“It’s reported that they then kicked him repeatedly, leaving him severely injured. I understand

others called in medical support, who were able to provide him care. The lower-caste member

suffered multiple head wounds and cracks throughout the carapace on his chest and arms as

he tried to protect himself. These upper-caste members were protesting the actions of the alien

Empress Bethany Anne, who challenged and defeated our Kurtherian-infested former king

mere weeks ago. The whole revolution has upended our religious and societal understandings;

many at the top are contending that the video of the king was faked. They are also accusing

those of us in the news of supporting the overthrow, and are critical of us giving our support to

the aliens. There has been a lot of strain between the various castes as all Yollins seek new

equilibrium in our relationships with each other."Pehl-eck ducked her head when a large

explosion reverberated down the street from the building behind her. She gasped in shock

when she saw the destruction wrought by those inside the building. It appeared that they used

military weapons on the rioters surrounding the building, who were chanting at them for hurting

the low-caste Yollin.There were now bodies lying in the street, and screams of pain and fright

could be heard from her location some distance away.She put a hand up to her mouth and

continued reporting, "Oh my gods! The upper-caste members have attacked the rioters around

their building! This is no longer merely an angry group of people yelling insults and throwing

stones at each other. This is now a war zone!"Pehl-eck turned back to the camera. "We all

know that changes in society can be hard. However, what will be done to those who refuse the

edicts coming down upon us? That is an open question I would like to ask the Empress of the

humans. What are you going to do to those members of the upper castes who refuse to accept

that all Yollins are equal?"Pehl-eck waved a hand, the gesture encompassing the building and

the dead and injured people behind her. "Will there be any justice for these people, or is this

something that we Yollins will have to figure out ourselves?"Chapter ThreeSpaceport Outside

Minor City, One Hour from Planetary Capital"I see you're not drinking that new revolutionary

stuff," Ghyr-lihk asked Captain Maek-ven as he slid into the booth the Yollin occupied. The

lights were low in this spaceport bar, which was the haven of captains and higher-ranked

officers.Ghyr-lihk had fully expected to find Maek-ven here after the operation to get the

spice.Maek-ven glanced up and gave Ghyr-lihk a small smile, and he reached out and pushed

the half-empty amber liquor bottle toward him. He pointed. "You might want to drink a bit of that.

Considering how the operation went, we need to toast a fallen comrade. It’s the least we can

do."Ghyr-lihk raised an eyebrow. "Don't mind if I do, although if the rumors about him were true

Ster-hel was an asshole. I'm not sure if I will be drinking to his demise or toasting the fact I

don't have to deal with him again."Captain Maek-ven nodded in agreement. "Yep. He ignored

orders one too many times, confident he had the ability to call upon the ship’s armament to

save his ass. This time it didn’t happen."Ghyr-lihk uncapped the bottle and held it beneath his

nose, nodding his appreciation at the fine aroma. He raised the bottle in salute to the captain

before pouring his glass a quarter full, then recapped the bottle and set it back in the middle of



the table with a thump. "Did you pay for the good stuff to honor the missing?"Maek-ven

chuckled dryly in response to the question."That's what I thought. So why are you paying for

the good stuff, Maek-ven?"Captain Maek-ven looked around the bar, which was mostly empty.

There were the two others: a waitress who was drying glasses behind the bar, and the

barkeep, who was off to the side half-asleep. He turned back to his friend. “Every once in a

while, you get sent on an operation where you see enough bad shit to appreciate living

again."Ghyr-lihk’s mandibles clicked in confusion. “From a human? I've seen a few of them;

they don't look like much. What happened to get you all messed up like this?"Maek-ven

reached forward and grabbed his glass, swirling the liquid before raising it and taking a sip. He

lowered his glass and eyed his friend. “Let's just say, there are apparently some humans you

don't want to piss off."Ghyr-lihk waved a hand. “Come on, there's got to be more to it than that.

Ber’knick has already said that Ster-hel was ripped apart, if you believe him."Captain Maek-ven

chuckled once more and set his drink down on the table. "You see the bottle right there, Ghyr-

lihk? The one that's half empty?" Ghyr-lihk nodded. "I cracked that bottle just a few hours ago

when I was finally able to release the built-up tension from the operation.""Did the human try to

cheat you?" Ghyr-lihk asked.Maek-ven shook his head. “No. In fact, I would say he was the

most up-and-up druggie I've ever dealt with."Ghyr-lihk frowned, trying to understand the

situation "Is that why you trusted him? He's a druggie?"Maek-ven’s mandibles clicked twice in

agreement. “Yes. I know the power of drugs, and he wants a drink that's created from these

ingredients—one his leader has banned. If he can get us to make the beverage, everyone is

blessed and he gets to come down here and have the drink he wants. I can understand that

motivation, and I can even agree with it." Maek-ven met Ghyr-lihk's eyes. "But let me tell you

something. Don't ever, and I mean ever, try to buy his animal if he says, ‘No.’"Captain Maek-

ven's hand started to tremble as he finished his thought. "Just leave well enough alone."QBBS

Meredith Reynolds"My point," Bethany Anne told the Yollin representatives, "is that the planet

is poorly utilized. You were told that you needed to expand into space without any

justification.""That is just not true," Chr-taleen replied. "We have the calculations to support why

we needed to go into space."If Bethany Anne had known she was going to have to help rebuild

the planet, she might have been tempted to just let the king live.It had not taken long, with the

help of an artificial intelligence such as ADAM and an understanding of the Kurtherian mindset

compliments of TOM, to understand what King Yoll had accomplished on the planet.Using

machinations over generations, he encouraged the Yollins to believe they had outgrown their

world. Then he used religious texts—which he had written—to further support efforts to take

over other planets and enslave their people.If you wanted to be strictly analytical about it, she

could appreciate his plan. Unfortunately for King Yoll, she wasn't analytical enough."Chr-taleen,

I will give you a thousand pages of scientific documentation that proves—if you are willing to

pay attention to facts—that this planet is only thirty percent utilized. That includes twenty-seven

percent for foodstuffs, thirty-six percent of arable land, and seventeen percent for cities and

communal areas. In fact, we could bring back every single one of the Yollins who are presently

off-world and still only be at forty-seven percent utilization of this planet. If I have to get one of

your religious bibles and beat you around the head with it until you understand, I will!"Bethany

Anne’s eyes flashed red, reminding the Yollin just who he was speaking to.Chr-taleen sat back

in his chair, his mandibles grating against each other. "How much time do I have to review

these documents?""You have three turns of your time to make a decision as to what you will or

won't believe. If you choose not to believe, I will allow you one opportunity to make your case. If

you cannot scientifically argue—and win—your position, your choices will be stepping down,

stepping aside, believing the new information to be true, or being ejected off of a spaceship



going toward the sun. Your pick."Chr-taleen's mandibles stopped moving. "I do hope that is

multiple choice, even if I choose not to believe the information provided me?"Bethany Anne

chuckled. "You’ll only be ejected from a spaceship if you really, really tick me off. I don't mind a

logical argument, but I abhor someone being obstinate just for the sake of being obstinate.

Should you choose not to believe this information and you have no good reason why, I would

suggest you retire from your job early.”>>Bethany Anne?<<Yes, ADAM?>>We are receiving

information that there is an uprising in one of the smaller outlying towns. Started by those

previously of the second-level caste, there are now injuries and potentially deaths on the

scene. More of the press are heading in that direction. My interpretation is this is going to

require force.<<Bethany Anne put a finger up to stop the communication directed at her. "I

apologize. There is an issue on the planet that I urgently need to review." Bethany Anne picked

up her tablet, on which ADAM had already queued up the necessary news report for her. He

piped the information straight into her ears, so she could watch the video but no one else

would hear the video playback.As she continued watching, those at the table noticed that her

eyes were growing red. It was obvious something on her tablet was causing her to become

angry.A moment later one of her security men walked into the room. Chr-taleen recognized him

due to his size as the one called ‘John Grimes.’ As he spoke to the human leader, her eyes

went dim and then returned to their normal color.She nodded sharply, and her security guard

left the meeting room.A moment later she was ready to continue their conversation, and Chr-

taleen took the opportunity to ask a question. “What has happened?" He pointed around the

table. "We saw that something upset you." He pointed to his eyes. "Your eyes started to grow

red again."Bethany Anne smiled in a way that Chr-taleen recognized was not meant to be

pleasant when she answered, "There has been an uprising which has hurt Yollins. Those in the

upper castes are not pleased with me abolishing the old system, and are upset that they must

now pull their own weight. Some of those who are upset decided to try their hand at violent

responses. Had I gone down there, I would have had to restrain my reaction."Chr-taleen was

confused. "If you had gone down there you would've had to restrain your reaction? How would

you have preferred to react?""I have no patience for those who resort to violence when upset.

We can have conversations without it. As the leader of the humans who have annexed Yoll, I

would have had to be nice or risk creating a larger issue with my reputation. If I had reacted as

I personally wished, my reputation might have been manipulated in the press." She nodded

toward the door through which her guard had left. "Now that John has gone down there?” She

looked at those around the table.“Their lives aren’t worth shit."Chapter FourE’Kolorn, Defense

Minister under King Yoll, reviewed the book in his hands for a moment, clicked his mandibles

twice in annoyance, and threw the book across the cell. He barely noticed the loud slap and

then fwhomp as it hit the hard rock floor as he thought about his life.His life had been a lie.He

glanced at the religious text and the pages he had ripped out over the weeks he had been here

in isolation as his mind ran through past scenes of him working for the king.For a damned

Kurtherian!It took a moment for his mind to register the click-click-click-click of someone

walking down the hallway. He glanced up from the couch where he was resting, and over

toward the opening in the metal door where he might see a face.Any face.When the footsteps

continued past he looked back down, ignoring whatever was going to happen to someone else

in this cell block. No one was going to come looking for the false king’s Defense Minister.It

didn’t matter that his efforts had been for his people, his world. Even at the end, he had made a

decision that ignored the king’s commands and maneuvered the King into accepting the

challenge.His mandibles opened and paused there before they slowly closed.E’Kolorn

supposed that if he were honest with himself he had played a small part in the demise of that



rotten royal bastard. If it wouldn’t have messed up his little cell, he would have spat at the mere

thought of that Kurtherian puppet.Kurtherian… What a kick between the back set of legs that

was.A female voice called out louder, and E’Kolorn wondered if he could rip his sheet apart

and use it for ear plugs.He didn’t want to listen to anyone enjoying a conjugal visit.It took

another couple shouts before he looked up, realization dawning on his face. “Rea-behk?”“It’s

about time you recognized your wife’s voice!” she answered. “Can I come in?”E’Kolorn looked

around his cell, thanking whoever was escorting her for the thoughtful act of not letting her see

immediately into his cell. He got up from the couch and went to his bed, laying the sheets out

nicely. “One second.”He kicked the false bible under his bunk, and grabbed three crumpled

pages and dropped them into the trash can. Thank his ancestors he had at least kept himself

presentable.“You can come in now!” he called. He stood by the back wall, which was proper

anytime the guards opened the door. The viewing window in the door slid open. He recognized

one of the two guards, who nodded to E’Kolorn to confirm his position and opened the door.It

was but a second before his wife darted in, and they met in the middle of the cell.He never

heard the door clang softly shut behind her.Nor did he know that there was a human with the

guard, making sure this meeting occurred and it was respectful.It had taken Kael-ven five

weeks to ascertain the state of the former Defense Minister’s mind and confirm his activities

during the battle for the Yollin system. How he had acted and whether properly, and under

whose orders.It had taken Bethany Anne about five minutes to decide they needed him.If he

could be trusted.After the hallway door had closed, Eric nodded his appreciation to the security

guard. “I’ll be back here to escort her safely up to her quarters on Space Station Rig-turrik.” He

handed the officer a small device. “If they have a spat or something, just click that and I’ll return

to take her back early.”Wut-ven looked down at the device and back to the human. “You expect

them to finish early?”Eric shrugged. “I couldn’t tell you enough about Yollin relationships to

answer that. I’m just basing it on human relationships, and I can tell you from recent experience

that one small comment, even if meant in the nicest possible way, can upset a female in the

most illogical manner.”
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albionphoto, “Finally a proper Lensman moment - Space battles to make E.E. "Doc" Smith

proud. This is the 16th book in the original Kurtherian Gambit series written by Michael

Anderle. In this book Bethany Anne and her empire have acquired a foot hold in alien space.

Now they have to hold it.All of the KG books are fast paced and this book is no exception. The

action is fast and furious. Anderle still finds the time to maintain the series of in-jokes. After

nearly a million words some of the swearing is becoming repetitive and boring. There's a lot of

strong language but that's been the case in each book. I'm not offended but I'm not sure it is

adding to the stories any more. The cast of characters is still vast but some of the characters

from earlier books are making a reappearance. It's great to hear from Ecaterina and Nathan

again. I'm not sure about the talking dogs and what happened to the kittens from book 15? In

this book the number of side stories was fewer and quite frankly it's a better book for it's linear

style.The set pieces of this book are the space battles at the end. Having walked a fine line

between the EE "Doc" Smith and David Weber (yawn, almighty yawn) space battle styles

previously now we have the real deal exciting space battles we've been waiting for. Since any

battles have casualties this gave the opportunity for some warrior burial scenes. Finally now

the floating city is anchored somewhere it was fascinating to see the range of aliens that

Michael Anderle created. I'm looking forward to seeing just what he comes up with next.Most

importantly after 17 books these are still fresh, fun and exciting. I can't wait for Book 18.”

BMallen, “My fave characters are back, doing what they do best.... KICK ASS! Yes, that is what

both the characters and Michael Enderle have done in Never Surrender. First, Michael, let me

THANK you for continuing on in this epic adventure. Now,the review.Michael must have a story

board the size of a barn door in order to remember all of his characters, but he succeeds. He

not only goes back to and incorporates previous characters, he subtly and in few words

reminds the reader who these people, aliens, dogs, Intelligences, were. The sheer volume of

old and new characters who play activities in this novel are staggering, so you can only

imagine (unless you read the book and see for yourself!) The artistry the author possesses in

order to keep them straight and true to their nature is staggering. I was never confused or

questioning who the characters were.Of course, this book continues the philosophy of Let's just

have fun, enjoy the story, sense of humor, moral and ethical values, total bad-assery and

uniqueness that is inherent in this book and this series. So, how does this book differ from the

previous 15? There is much more fighting and, unfortunately (but honestly, in war....) lots of

good people die. Of course, more bad people are disintegrated, but there is definite loss for the

Etheric Empire on a larger scale than we have seen before. The ESD is new and, like many

references made in this series, points to Michael's love of movies and books, as his references

show.Although this book is, technically, a stand alone, the reader would do well to read the

series from the beginning, in order to receive the full benefit.”

Geezette, “Never disappoints.. Kindle Unlimited - Yay!Every time I think the storyline has to

have reached a point where it'll just be about events I won't really care about, I'm proven



wrong. TKG never ceases to hold my attention and pull me into the storyline. I've read every

single book with minimal interruptions. And Lordy! You really care about the characters! You

cheer them on and truly feel the loss when others are lost.I realized something while I was

reading this book due to some 'review' discussions relative to other books. One thing that

really makes a difference is Michael's outstanding ability to write comic relief into his work. It

makes a huge difference, especially when you figure out, in a long series with lots of drama,

how much other author's work suffers for the lack of it.Oh! Don't want to forget to mention that

I even love the author's notes. Congrats, to the 'Dad'. And an unsolicited shout out to the

author, Joey Anderle.  Check out his book.”

Mike shanahan, “Michael Andele’s Kutherian Gambit series is a gem!!. If you like (love)

science fiction. If you really get into military science fiction . If you enjoy a creative mind that

puts a twist into traditional storylines that is original and engaging then why haven’t you been

reading Michael Anderle’s Kutherian Gambit series? I command you to start at the beginning

or you will utterly cheat yourself of the story and character development Mr. Anderle excels at.

Do yourself a favor and pickup book 1. I have read 16 in the last month and a half and at

Midnight tonight  I am downloading # 17.”

doggsbottom, “Enjoyable. Another thoroughly enjoyable outing for Bethany anne and her team.

I have to admit these books keep getting better with each outing. Well written and plenty of

action with believable characters. Keep writing them and I'll keep reading them.”

susan daly, “Another great story. I'm sure it's all been said Michael. But I'll add my 2cents

worth. I love it. You have left me drumming my fingers waiting for the next book. It's like a drug I

need more as I have been fully drawn into the world of Bethany Anne and her extended family.

I also could relate totally to your mention of Spellsinger When I realized what Clothahump was

I laughed out loud and just knew it was going to be a hell of a story. Also remember the song

and the sloop . Well your series holds the same anticipation as Alan Dean Foster. Keep them

coming (withdrawals) remember.:-)”

Jude, “Too Many Americanisms Mr Mozart... Lose one star!. When aliens associated with

Bethany Anne pick up her gutter language, that's one thing. When random aliens speak to

each other in the same human oriented gutter lingo it's less than convincing.”

Andy, “A great read. A great read. Another enjoyable book, with great characters and a good

story. The empire keeps expanding and I cannot wait for the next book to be published in any

of the series's. Well done Michael and the other authors in this universe.”

d.w, “good. working my way through the series, good stuff”
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